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Nifty outlook: After witnessing subdued March and April month, Nifty can witness trending 
move in the month of May. The probability of trending move on upside remains higher looking 
at the channelling technique, EMA, True strength indicator, ROC, Choppiness index and Time 
cycle of 85 weeks and 55 days. On the domestic front, India is facing brutal second wave of 
Covid-19 which has taken a tall on equity markets as well however due to the loose monetary 
policy of Central banks at the Global as well as domestic levels, selloff was limited and equities 
managed to stay above 14000 mark! 
 
Bank Nifty outlook: Bank Nifty has bounced back from important juncture. Using channels, 
trendlines, candlesticks, MFI, Stochastic, there is high likelihood that we can witness upward 
trend from hereon as long as 30400 is intact on downside. The month of April 2021 went bearish 
for Bank Nifty to some extent wherein after witnessing the volatility, prices lost around -1.57% 
on a monthly basis. Prices oscillated in the big range of 34281 and 30412 levels. The important 
thing to note down is that it has managed to protect the pivot support of 29680 levels and 
showed upside reversal signs in last few weeks. 
 

Nifty Metal Index outlook: This Index continued to be under roaring bull’s radar from last one 
year. Post Covid-19 fall which completed in March 2020, no one would have expected that Metal 
sector can move sharply higher! As we say Market is a game of future expectations which it 
discounts today and so thus the same theme has played out here.  
 

Godrej Consumer Products – Will it start to outperform? – This is one of the stocks from FMCG 

space. FMCG is trading very well near the new highs whereas this stocks is still far away from the 

highs. This is suggesting underperformance over near term nevertheless looking at the pattern 

development we expect this stock can gather upside steam in coming times! Godrej CP has been 

in a corrective mode and intact in wide trading range since late 2018. This stock does not move 

in strong correlation with the broader Nifty index and hence we need to wait for price 

confirmation.  

 

International Base Metals Commodities in major bull market! Here we are trying to show the 
major moves which took place in Base Metals in last one year. Post March 2020, entire story for 
Metal prices have changed due to the major central banks loose monetary policies. There is no 
looking back since then as International Copper prices which we see as a ‘Dr. Copper’ touched 
the new life time high above $10000 levels. 
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Figure 1: Nifty Monthly chart 

 
Figure 2: Nifty weekly chart 
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Figure 3: Nifty weekly chart with 85 weeks Time Cycle: 

 
Figure 4: Nifty daily chart with 55 days Time Cycle: 
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In the last update we mentioned that, “Nifty is stuck in range post testing the high near 15430 
levels. It also looks to be at make or break levels looking at various indicators like Channels, 
trendlines, Candlesticks, MACD, Stochastic, RSI, Vortex and Bollinger Bands. Sector 
participation has changed in last one month whereas Bank Nifty has started to underperform 
Nifty. Such signs one should not ignore and hence move above 15150-15200 zone can result 
into resumption of uptrend.”  
 
Indian Equity Markets continued the consolidation in the month of April 2021 and closed the 
month with the minor loss of -0.41%. The broader range remained between 14100 and 15100 
levels. On the domestic front, India is facing brutal second wave of Covid-19 which has taken a 
tall on equity markets as well however due to the loose monetary policy of Central banks at the 
Global as well as domestic levels, selloff was limited and equities managed to stay above 14000 
mark! During the month RBI Governor Mr. Shashikanta Das also held an unscheduled meeting 
to provide liquidity to Healthcare sector of 50000 crore for ease in access to health care services 
to citizens as well as Individuals and MSME’s were provided onetime restructuring of loans till 
September 2021. Price action of last 2 weeks suggests that market has discounted the major 
negative news and looks to be preparing for the next rise. 
 
Global Equities remained buoyant in the month of April 2021 wherein US equities remained 
outperformer – S&P500 rose by 5.24% followed by Nasdaq100 - 5.88%. European equities 
followed the major trend and gained in between 0.85% to 3.82%. Among Asian equities, Nikkie 
and Nifty remained under profit booking whereas Hangseng and Bovespa gained 1.05% and 
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1.94% respectively. This clearly indicates that how Covid- 19 second wave has affected the 
Indian Equity markets which underperformed the major peers! It is expected that once the Covid 
cases peaks out, Indian Equities are likely to catch up with Global majors!  
 
On the domestic sector front, Metal sector continued to provide major support as sharp rally in 
base metals prices have continued at Global levels. This sector gained approx. 21.89% followed 
by Pharma sector which rose by 9.75%. Profit booking was witnessed in sectors like PSU Banks(-
4.75%), Realty Index (-7.35%) and FMCG (-3.75%). Bank Nifty lost the ground and closed the 
month with -1.57%. Now let’s try to understand what has changed in Nifty structure in last one 
month.  
 
Figure 1 shows the Nifty monthly chart, here for the second consecutive month prices formed 
the Doji candlestick pattern. This pattern itself suggests halt in the ongoing trend or may be 
reversal in the trend. Since the prices have already 2 month near the current zone, there is high 
likelihood that it has acted as a halt in the trend and probability of downside reversal looks less 
from hereon. We can also see that this entire price action has been taking place above the 
channel resistance zone (blue color) which was taken out few months back. Also it is intact in 
small upward moving red channel which is providing crucial support to the trend. This channel 
was broken on momentary basis however it failed to sustain below the same and recovered on 
upside quickly. 5 months of EMA is also proxy for the same which is acting as a good support. So 
over near term as long as this channel and EMA is intact on downside, we can expect upside 
trend to resume once resistance near 15045 and 15432 level is taken out. 
 
True Strength indicator on Monthly chart is providing crucial information. This is a momentum 
indicator and helps to identify trends, reversals and divergences. This is basically formed by price 
changes and absolute price changes over certain periods (25) and the same is smoothed by 
lower periods (13). It takes into consideration EMA of the mentioned periods and accordingly 
crossover of the same provides information about the trend. Here we can see that few months 
back blue line (TSI Line) crossed above red line which is signal line and since then distance 
between the same is increasing. As of now it is testing the downward trendline and break of the 
same will suggest that trend is continuing on upside. As per this indicator, there are no signs of 
momentum loss which is a positive sign. 
 
Figure 2 shows the Nifty weekly chart. Here we can see that prices hovered near the channel 
support area in last 2 weeks and managed to take support near the same. We have shown the 
modified upward moving channel. The downside correction which started from the highs of 
15430 level has formed ‘Flag pattern’ which has taken 12 week till now. This is bullish sign and 
suggest continuation of upward trend might be possible.  In last week it has formed bullish 
candlestick pattern and has taken support around 20 weeks of EMA.  
 
Rate of Change (ROC) of 14 weeks which was deteriorating till now has taken support around 
channel and has reversed on upside after many weeks. This is also the sign that upside 
momentum might built up from hereon. Along with the same we are showing Choppiness index 
of 14 weeks. Choppiness is a state where market does not trend and moves in range. As the 
value goes higher in this oscillator, market likely to remain in a range and when it starts to move 
lower, likelihood of trending move increases. Now here, Choppiness index has arrived at the 
zone from where trending move was witnessed earlier. Hence reversal in this index will 
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further confirm that trending move should start probably on upside looking at the overall 
structure. 
 
Figure 3 shows the Nifty weekly chart with 85 weeks’ time cycle. This is one of the cycles found 
as per “Hurst Cycle theory” and we have been following the same from last many years. Here we 
can see that prices have been forming crucial lows when 85 weeks’ time cycle is due. It is 
covering major lows of the year of 2008, 2013, 2016 and 2020. As per Hurst theory, prices gains 
the significant momentum in the direction of the trend in the first half of the cycle and thus 
tremendous powerful rally from the lows of 7511 to 15430 was witnessed till now. Post the 50% 
time covered by the cycle, prices starts to lose momentum or volatility increases as power of the 
cycle decreases as it is looking to complete the whole entire cycle when next lows are due. Since 
prices are now in the midway of the 85 weeks cycle, it is expected that volatility can increase 
going forward and thus one should use strict risk management and targets to exit the trades. 
From hereon 14150 is the immediate crucial support levels. Bulls should hold above this level to 
continue the rally from hereon. As per this cycle, next crucial lows are due in the end of 2021. 
 
Figure 4 shows the Nifty daily chart 55 days’ Time cycle. This cycle has worked brilliantly in past 
times and so it’s the time to revisit the same. One should understand that the time cycle analysis 
also have many probabilities as it covers the principal of translation. Translation means instead 
of lows, cycles forms top or vice versa. Hence one should not ignore such challenges while using 
time cycles. Now recently in the month of April 2021 prices formed 55 days lows and post that 
sideways to negative action continued for few days. Eventually prices reversed on upside and 
looks to be gaining momentum. As we are in the first half of this 55 days cycle, we can expect 
acceleration of momentum on upside from hereon and on downside 14150 should remain 
protected. 
 
In short, after witnessing subdued March and April month, Nifty can witness trending move in 
the month of May. The probability of trending move on upside remains higher looking at the 
channelling technique, EMA, True strength indicator, ROC, Choppiness index and Time cycle of 
85 weeks and 55 days. Thus from hereon any move above 15045 followed by 15432 level will 
indicate that upward trend has gained momentum and then move towards 15850-15900 can be 
expected where target as per middle channel line on weekly charts are placed. Further cross 
above 16000 will open up more possibilities! As we are into mid of the 85 weeks of Time cycle, 
we will have to keep a close tab on momentum from hereon. On downside zone of 14150-14000 
is the support zone.  
                    
Will Bank Nifty start to move higher? 

 

Figure 5: Bank Nifty Monthly Chart 
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Figure 6: Bank Nifty weekly Chart: 
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Figure 7: Bank Nifty daily chart with 18 day’s Time cycle: 
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In the last update we mentioned that, “Bank Nifty’s underperformance against Nifty in the 
March month is not a good sign as of now.  The price structure, trendlines, candlestick 
formation, stochastic zone and Ichimoku Cloud zone indicates that prices might be in topping 
process from medium term perspective. Hence over near term as long as 34000-34400 zone is 
intact, one should adopt bearish approach. Break below 29680 will finally confirm that trend 
has reversed on downside.” 
 
As expected the month of April 2021 went bearish for Bank Nifty to some extent wherein after 
witnessing the volatility, prices lost around -1.57% on a monthly basis. Prices oscillated in the big 
range of 34281 and 30412 levels. The important thing to note down is that it has managed to 
protect the pivot support of 29680 levels and showed upside reversal signs in last few weeks. 
This increases the odd that we might witness positive move in the current month as long as 
support holds. 
 
Figure 5 shows the Bank Nifty monthly chart. Here we can see that after posting the life time 
highs of 37708 level near the trendline resistance, prices remained in sideways to negative 
action for next 2 months and corrected towards 30412 levels. In last month, it has formed 
‘Hammer candlestick pattern’ wherein shadow is longer than the body of the candle. Such 
pattern often indicates that bulls are trying to take control from lower levels and follow up 
action will further confirm about the trend. Here 10 weeks of EMA has provided crucial support 
to the trend. 
 
Money Flow index (MFI) has been showing interesting development. Here we can see that in 
last 2 months correction from the highs was witnessed however during the same time also MFI 
continued to move higher. This is the sign that during the corrective phase, smarter hands 
might have done accumulation which hints towards positivity. This can be seen as divergence 
between prices and MFI which is likely support bank nifty to move higher.  Nevertheless, price 
confirmation remains the first priority and hence move above 34280 will confirm about the 
upside trend. 
 
Figure 6 shows weekly chart of Bank Nifty. Correction which started from the highs near 37700 
exhausted near 30400 levels and since then positive attempt has been seen in this index. In the 
last week of April 2021 it formed ‘Shooting star candlestick pattern’ however post that there 
was no follow up selling pressure and it formed ‘bullish candlestick pattern’ protecting the low 
of prior week on closing basis. Such price action hints towards positivity.  Also the recovery has 
been witnessed from the black channel support zone which was earlier acting as a resistance as 
well as red upward tilting support line. Such junctures provides important support to the prices 
and hence 30400 is the crucial level for bulls to continue the up move. Stochastic oscillator has 
arrived at the oversold juncture and showing positive crossover which hints towards that prices 
can generate upside momentum from hereon.  
 
Figure 7 shows Bank Nifty daily chart with 18 days’ Time cycle. Here this cycle has made 
important lows in the past. Recently prices have formed lows exactly when this time cycle was 
due. This increases the significance of the same. One should understand that combination of 
other technical tools are must to confirm about the trend. One should not rely on the single 
indicator. Hence Time cycle in conjunction with other technical parameters highlights that lows 
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of 30400 is important and if it manages to take out 34280 level from hereon than further upside 
can be expected. 
 
In nutshell, Bank Nifty has bounced back from important juncture as shown above. Using 
channels, trendlines, candlesticks, MFI, Stochastic, there is high likelihood that we can witness 
upward trend from hereon as long as 30400 is intact on downside. Move above 34280 will bring 
back prices above middle bands and also take out the high of Shooting star candle. Post that we 
can expect it to move higher towards 36780 where upper band is placed followed by 37700 level 
where previous swing high is placed. 
 
Nifty Metal Index in major bull market!! 
 
Figure 8: Nifty Metal Index weekly chart 

 
 
Figure 9: NIFTY 50 and NIFTY Metal Relative strength Comparison (Blue Line: NIFTY 50; Black 
Line: NIFTY Metal) 
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Nifty Metal Index continued to be under roaring bull’s radar from last one year. Post Covid-19 
fall which completed in March 2020, no one would have expected that Metal sector can move 
sharply higher! As we say Market is a game of future expectations which it discounts today in a 
price and so thus the same theme has played out here.  
 
During the Covid pandemic, major Global central banks came up with ultra-loose monetary 
policies to revive the economy and pumped trillions of dollar into the economy. This policies and 
liquidity helped investors to estimate that economy recovery can be fast which can indeed 
create the greater demand for Base metal commodities and Oil prices. There is no looking back 
since then as International Copper prices which we see as a ‘Dr. Copper’ touched the new life 
time high above $10000 levels. This sharp rise at international levels in base metals has helped 
domestic metal companies share prices to trade at higher levels. Here simple logic works for the 
companies dealing in Metals that, “Higher demand leads to higher prices and so thus higher 
profits and in the end higher inflation.” It is better not to judge the highs or lows of this sector 
which are in strong momentum and hence one should use buy on dips strategies for metal 
stocks.    
 
Figure 8 shows the Nifty Metal index weekly chart.  Post the crisis of 2007-2008, this sector was 
in long term consolidation period. The price structure since 2012 clearly indicates that Complex 
Correction Pattern (W-X-Y) was under formation which completed in the end of March 2020. 
The nature of the rise itself indicates impulsive rise which fits into the criteria that primary wave 
[5] is running its course and internal structure of the same indicates most powerful intermediate 
wave (iii) is ongoing. Few months back it took out the strong resistance zone near 4300-4350 
levels and continued the sharp rise. As per polarity reversal, same zone will act as a support now 
from medium term perspective. During such rise it is better to put 50% funds at the current 
market prices whereas rest 50% one should put after the healthy correction.  
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Figure 9 shows the Relative comparison chart of Nifty with Nifty Metal index. Blue lines shows 
Nifty prices which is consolidation period from last 2 months whereas during the same time 
black line which shows the Nifty Metal index surpassed above the highs of Nifty and trading at 
the unchartered territory. Such analysis helps us to understand the outperformance or 
underperformance which can help investors to place the bets accordingly. Nevertheless, as of 
now we are in the stage where Metal prices have increased multifold but looking at the base 
metals trend which we have covered in the next section, this trend looks here to stay and hence 
one should use buy on dips opportunity for this sector.   
 
In short, Nifty Metal Index has given breakout above the multiyear of consolidation few months 
back and post that it has shown sharp rise towards life time highs. This indicates that major leg 
on upside has started in this index and hence accordingly investors can put bets on different 
metal stocks when short term correction takes place. 
  
 
 
 

 Godrej CP – A long term bet! 

 

 

Figure 10:  Godrej CP Monthly chart 

 
 

Godrej Consumer Products is one of the stocks from FMCG space. FMCG is trading very well 

near the new highs whereas this stocks is still far away from the highs. This is suggesting 

underperformance over near term nevertheless looking at the pattern development we expect 
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this stock can gather upside steam in coming times! Godrej CP has been in a corrective mode 

and intact in wide trading range since late 2018. This stock does not move in strong correlation 

with the broader Nifty index and hence we need to wait for price confirmation.  

 

Figure 8 shows the monthly chart of Godrej CP. Godrej CP made a life time high near 978 levels 

in last quarter of 2018 and completed larger degree primary wave [3]. Since then the stock has 

witnessed a retracement on downside. This correction is in the form of primary degree wave [4]. 

Internal structure of the same indicates that it has taken shape of Complex Correction Pattern as 

marked by w-x-y-x-z. From the lows it managed to recover sharply and crossed above the 

previous pivot high near 770 levels.  Post that from last few months prices are into consolidation 

mode and looks to be sustaining above the crucial support levels. This price action increases the 

odd that wave [4] might have completed near the lows and next leg on upside has started in 

form of wave [5].  

 

The important thing to witness is that it has taken support of the upward moving trendline 

which is connecting prior intermediate lows very well. Along with the same MACD also gave 

positive crossover signal after many months and moved above 0 levels. This indicates that 

downside trend which started from the highs has completed and now prices can generate 

upside momentum in coming period. Apart from that few months back stock took support near 

the Ichimoku Cloud zone very well and as of now managing to sustain in green clouds which 

hints towards positive momentum. 

 

Also overall structure suggests that ‘Inverse Head and Shoulder pattern’ is under formation and 

as of now right shoulder looks to be under formation. This is classical reversal pattern which 

occurs when downtrend is in final stages. Nevertheless we need to wait for positive price 

confirmation above neckline of the pattern. 

 

In a nutshell Godrej CP seems to be in final stages of downside correction. Positive confirmation 

of the same we will obtain above 810 levels on a monthly closing basis and suggest that next 

major leg on upside has started. On downside 425 looks major support. 

 

What is happening with International Base Metal prices? 

 

Below is the Dr. Copper trend outlook: 

 

Figure 11:  LME Copper Weekly chart 
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Figure 12:  LME Copper Daily chart: 
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Wave analysis: 
 
As shown on the weekly chart, Copper has shown a strong impulsive rise post completing the 
lows near 4400 levels. Since the RSI is in overbought zone hence, a short term correction is 
possible but it is best to avoid catching a top in this metal as long as we do not see break below 
the 20 weeks MA which is acting as a strong support.  
 
As shown on the daily chart, prices are moving higher in the form of wave (v) and as wave (iii) 
was smaller than wave (i) so wave (v) ideally should not cross above 10500 levels. However, as 
of now there are no negative reversal but the commodity can be in matured stages of up move. 
Immediate support is near 9500 levels on downside. 
 
In short, Copper trend looks to be stretched but it is best to avoid catching a top here. Further 
move above 105- will result into extension and much higher levels but any breach below 9500 
will hint multi-month correction is probably starting. 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 13: LME Aluminium Weekly chart 
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Figure 14:  LME Aluminium Daily chart 

 
Waves analysis: 
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Aluminium is also in an uptrend and has shown maniac rise. The index has continued to trade 
near the upper region of the bands and has not shown any reversal signs yet. Since the weekly 
RSI is in overbought zone hence, consolidation or reversal cannot be ruled out. Currently wave (F) 
of Diametric pattern is ongoing on the upside. 
 
As shown on daily chart, we have applied parabolic SAR which used to determine the price 
direction as well as draw attention to when the price direction is changing. A series of dots placed 
below the price which is deemed to be a bullish signal. As per wave count wave c within wave (F) 
is ongoing on the upside. Closest support is placed at 2380.    
 
In short, trend for Aluminium is bullish and it is in maniac rise as of now. Move below the 
parabolic sar will indicate short term consolidation or reversal is forming. Let us see if this 
commodity can break the high made in 2018 levels or start showing fatigue from here on. 
 

Figure 15:  LME Zinc Weekly chart 

 
 
 
Figure 16: LME Zinc Daily chart 
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Wave analysis:  
On the weekly chart of Zinc futures we can see that price is moving in the form of wave (F) on the 
upside. Wave (F) being corrective in nature we can see that the rise is overlapping in nature and 
moving along the rising channel.  

 
On the daily chart we can see that wave (F) is forming a diametric pattern within which currently 
wave (e) is unfolding on the upside. The break above 2960 is coming after a good duration of 
consolidation which increases the likelihood of a successful breakout.  
 
In short, the trend for Zinc futures looks to be bullish over the medium to short term. Price can 
continue to move towards 3100 level or higher levels as long as 2800 support level holds on the 
downside.  
 

Figure 17: LME Nickel Weekly chart 

 
Figure 18: LME Nickel Daily chart 
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Wave analysis: 
 
On weekly chart of Nickel futures price is moving in the form of a large diametric pattern. 
Currently wave (F) of the pattern is unfolding on the upside. The overall rise since 2016 seems to 
be contained within the rising channel which we have shown. 
 
On the daily chart wave (F) itself is forming a diametric pattern and the steep rally seen over the 
last few days is in the form of wave e on the upside. Any dips here can be used as a buying 
opportunity as long as support near 16900 remains intact.  
 
In a nutshell Nickel is in a short-term uptrend. Price can continue to move higher towards 19000 
levels as long as 16900 holds on the downside. 
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Services offered by Waves Strategy Advisors: 

Stay ahead at major turning points and think objectively by Subscribing to our Services: 

a. Equity / Commodity / Currency research reports that are published on daily basis before market 

opens  

b. Intraday / Positional advisory on Equity and Commodity  

c. Research report and advisory on Currency pairs, Global Market forecasting  

d. Research on COMEX and LME markets  

e. Research on NCDEX Agri products  

f. Multibagger stocks research to create long term portfolio  

g. Momentum stock research to generate 8% to 10% returns over short term 

h. Outsourcing Research solutions 

i. Conduct Educational seminars, Class room training, and Distance learning modules. 
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